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• Application Software (e.g., MuST and Enzo-E)
• System Management Software (e.g., PFSTRASE)
• Programming Language Environments, and Runtime Systems (e.g., Interactive Parallelization Tool, and Eclipse PTP)
• Software Libraries (e.g., Gunrock, libkrylov, and MVAPICH2)
• Measurement and Monitoring (e.g., XDMoD, XALT, and TACC stats)
• Web Portals, middleware, and web-accessible products (e.g., Open OnDemand)
• Networking (e.g., EdgeVPN and CINES)
• Simulation Platforms (e.g., Chrono) 
• Fault-tolerance (e.g., DMTCP)
• Software verification and validation (e.g., C11Tester, and roundoff-error-free algorithms) 
• Workflow Management (e.g., Event Workflow Management System)
• Data Management (e.g., DataSwarm and Clowder)
• Data Visualization (e.g., SAGE3 and MetPy)
• Database and Data Processing (e.g., Hustle )
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Diverse Landscape of Software and Data Products Funded by NSF
• How do we currently discover the open-source software and data products funded by NSF?
• How can we transparently obtain metrics related to product adoption while respecting the privacy of the product users?
• Note: not all products may be running in controlled or managed environments
• Less than 50% of all the NSF funded products directly run on HPC systems
• Note: there are different types of environments in which a product can be used – e.g., desktop, cloud computing, 
supercomputing, stand-alone servers or VMs
• Do metrics such as “number of downloads” for software products present an accurate picture of their adoption in the 
community?
• How easy or difficult it is to discover a product and to obtain a working copy of the code that can be tested in different 
computing environments (think in terms of total time involved)? 
• How do we currently check the compatibility of any two software products for integration and reuse?
• Compare their licenses for permissions, constraints, and conditions regarding reuse/redistribution/modification
• Compare their software stack for ease of integration and interoperability
• How do we currently decide which licenses are best for our products?
• Note: think about the future potential of commercialization or reuse of the products
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Lack of a Central Registry for Assessment, Dissemination, Discovery, & Reuse of the Products 
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On the Topic of Checking License Compatibility
What would be the final license after mixing 
existing products with new 
code/components? Note: typically, you may need to read the license file which may look something like this
EAGER Project: Developing iTracker + CompChecker + Catalog
Developing automated methods for (1) collecting the evaluations metrics of the software and data products funded 
by NSF, (2) checking the compatibility of the products for integration and interoperability, and (3) making the 
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Sample Catalog Entries and Template for Capturing Product Details
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Product owners contribute to populating the details of 
their products in their products’ catalog page – their 
participation is critical to the success of this project 
UTSA side of the prototype is named as Opuntia 
(pronounced as up-un-chhia)
Snapshot of Details of a Cataloged Product in Opuntia
• A hybrid approach is being developed for 
populating the product details for a 
cataloged product – both automatic and 
manual
• Product owners can specify the metrics of 
their choice and the source for gathering 
the metric data while cataloging their 
products
• The metrics specified by the product 
owners is displayed on the product detail 
pages for the cataloged products
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Metrics
iTracker: how is it being implemented?
iTracker includes scripts and APIs using which one can specify the metrics of their choice, how to get the data 
associated with the metrics, and where from
On the basis of the information provided by users, iTracker semi-automatically updates the product pages in 
Opuntia with the metric information at a pre-defined frequency
If users provide the links to their GitHub repositories, the standard metrics such as # of commits, # of contributors, 
# of forks, and # of stars are also collected
Metrics automatically obtained and updated from GitHub 
Custom-defined metric that is updated automatically using iTracker API – shows aggregated data
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Some Mechanisms for Gathering Product Metrics with iTracker
iTracker also includes libraries for supporting automatic tracking of product-use for those products that are written 
in Java and C++ and run in different environments
iTracker can also automatically parse Google Analytics data and update the Catalog if the required files are 
provided
iTracker can gather metrics from publicly accessible pages such as GitHub and Digital Rocks portal
We have developed Google Analytics like functionality for products that cannot use Google Analytics but need 
functionality similar to it (for both web-based and non-web applications)
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CompChecker: for Checking the License and Software-Stack Compatibility of the Cataloged Products
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We are developing features in CompChecker using 
which product owners can compare multiple 
licenses against each other and select the ones that 
meet their criteria
We have adopted a rule-based approach
The knowledge related to different licenses is being 
captured in a database and rules for checking the 
compatibility of the licenses is implemented
Next, software stack compatibility will be supported
Additional CompChecker Feature: Suggesting Licenses for Products
As the knowledge related to different licenses is 
already being captured in a database, we are 
able to extend CompChecker for suggesting 
appropriate licenses for different categories of 
software and data products
There are more than 61 licenses that can be 
used for open-source products – our tool can 
help you in narrowing down on the licenses that 
could best serve you and your user base 
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Snippet of the CompChecker decision support 
system in action
utsa.edu
Questions, Comments, or Concerns?
Thank You!
Ritu Arora
Email: ritu.arora@utsa.edu
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